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5 YEAR OLD 14.3 HAND DUNN GELDING $ 18,000

Description

Gunner is a very attractive cow bred AQHA 5 year old, 14.3+ hand Dun gelding. Classy moving and smooth
traveling with a solid foundation. This horse is extremely gentle and good natured. He is very personable and
friendly. He loves people and attention. Catch him wherever you find him if he doesn’t find you first. In the ring
Gunner holds collection well, has a nice smooth jog and lopes out on cue, always taking the correct lead. He has
a good stop, backs soft, side passes with ease and has a good correct turnaround over his hocks. He is an
absolute pleasure to handle, work with and to ride. He has quite a bit of experience with outside riding on the
ranch and on the trails. Out on the trail he will go wherever we point him. Will lead, respectfully follow, ride quietly
in a group as well as out on his own. He navigates our steep mountain trails and picks his way through our rocky
river bottom with precision and ease. Crosses the river, creeks and downed timber without hesitation. He is
equally as good to ride around our busy neighborhood streets, from the fast passing vehicles, to farm animals
and the neighborhood dogs that run up. Gunner has been used on the ranch to work and track cattle and has
started roping the dummy. This is an extremely gentle, classy moving gelding with a solid foundation and a bright
future. He is good about everything, from tying, grooming, tacking, mounting, clipping, shoeing, loading and
hauling. He has no bad habits or issues of any kind and is 100% safe, sane and sound. Horses like him are a
rare find and he is one that we are happy to have in our possession and to offer for your consideration. Sold!
Sorry you missed him. We have others so feel free to give us a call and see if we have a match for you! Happy
trails!

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Sold

Name: VVS DOCS PLAYGUN  Gender: Gelding

Age: 5 yrs  Height: 14.3 hands

Color: Dun  Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)

Registered: Yes
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